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Abstract

With the success of the electronic recruitment, now it is easier to find a job and apply for it. However,
due to this same success, nowadays, human resource managers tend to receive high volumes of applications
for each job posting, which turn into large quantities of documents, known as résumés or curricula vitae,
which need to be processed quickly and correctly. To reduce the time necessary to process the résumés,
human resource managers have been working with the scientific community to create systems that automate
their ranking. Until today, the greatest part of these systems are based on the comparison of job offers
and résumés. Nevertheless, this comparison is impossible to do in data sets where job offers are no longer
available, as it happens in this work. We present two methods to rank résumés that do not use job offers
or any semantic resource, unlike existing state-of-the-art systems. The methods are based on what we call
Inter-Résumé Proximity, which is the lexical similarity between only résumés sent by candidates in response
to the same job posting. Besides, we propose the use of Relevance Feedback, at general and lexical levels
to improve the ranking of résumés. Relevance Feedback is applied using techniques based on similarity
coefficients and vocabulary scoring. All the methods have been tested on a large corpus of 171 real selection
processes, which correspond to more than 14, 000 résumés. The developed methods can rank correctly, in
average, 93% of the résumés sent to each job posting. The outcomes presented here show that it is not
necessary to use job offers or semantic resources to provide high quality results. Furthermore, we observed
that résumés have particular characteristics that as ensemble, work as a facial composite and provide more
information about the job posting than the job offer. This certainly will change how systems analyze and
rank résumés.

Keywords: résumé, curriculum vitae, recommendation system, relevance feedback, e-Recruitment,
ranking, mean average precision

1. Introduction

For at least 15 years, the process of attracting possible candidates for a job, i.e., recruitment process,
moved from traditional means, like newspapers and job boards, to the Internet and started to be known as
electronic recruitment or e-Recruitment (Radevski & Trichet, 2006; Kessler et al., 2012).

The success of e-Rectruitment over traditional recruitment processes lies in the advantages it brings to
users and especially to Human Resources Managers (HRMs). Today, due to e-Recruitment, job postings
can more easily reach not only specialized communities (Arthur, 2001, page 126) but also wider audiences
locally, nationally or internationally (Montuschi et al., 2014). HRMs’ operational costs have been reduced,
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in certain cases to one-twentieth of the original expenses (Chapman & Webster, 2003). Now, job seekers can
search for job postings through the Internet (Looser et al., 2013) and apply to them faster by sending an
e-mail or filling out a web form with an electronic résumé or CV attached (Elkington, 2005). The greatest
e-Recruitment’s advantage is the possibility of being in contact with job seekers, employers and HRM all
the time around the world (Barber, 2006, page 1).

Although e-Recruitment has helped HRMs with the task of identifying and attracting potential candi-
dates, its use has brought a number of undesirable consequences, especially when high volumes of applications
are received (Barber, 2006, page 11). After the recruitment process, an HRM must select the group of ap-
plicants that are relevant for the job. This selection is performed by manually screening résumés2. The
manual screening consists of examining and comparing applicant information, found in the résumé, with
respect to the specifications of the position or person specification3 (Armstrong & Taylor, 2014, Page 226).
However, given the large number of applications, HRMs have trouble screening them correctly and rapidly
(Trichet et al., 2004). Furthermore, HRMs have seen an increase in applications from unqualified candidates
(Faliagka et al., 2011), meaning they lose valuable time during the screening process.

The scientific community has proposed multiple systems to reduce the negative impacts of e-Recruitment.
The vast majority of the developed systems are based on comparing résumés and job offers, e.g., using
measures like Cosine Similarity (Kessler et al., 2009; Singh et al., 2010). In some cases, to improve the
matching, they include ontologies or semantic resources that are expected to ameliorate the similarity
between documents, like those shown in Senthil Kumaran & Sankar (2013) and Montuschi et al. (2014).

The work that is here presented occurs in the following context. It is the outcome of a collaboration
project with a Human Resources enterprise that had a large database of recruitment and selection processes
conducted by them previously. The database is divided by job postings4 in which we can find the applications
sent by the interested or directly contacted candidates. Each application is composed, at least, of a résumé
and the outcome of the selection process. This database, however, has a particular characteristic, for most
of the job postings, neither the job offer nor the person specification is available5. This characteristic is due
to the software used to store automatically the incoming applications did not provide the option to keep
these documents.

Due to the fact that it is impossible to apply state-of-the-art’s methods for all the database, we decided to
explore how to rank résumés without making use of job offers. The result of this exploration are innovative
and simple methods that use uniquely the proximity between résumés sent for the same job posting. To this
end, we use a similarity measure and Relevance Feedback (Rocchio, 1971) applied with methods based on a
similarity quotient and a vocabulary scoring.

Despite in this work, we do not make use of more complex methods, like deep-learning neural networks,
or dense text representations, i.e., word embeddings, the idea of using them was always present. There were
several reasons why not to use these techniques, but the main was that in Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015) we
started to observe that résumés could be used to rank themselves using similarity measures. Thus, a simple
method, like the one here presented could work. Moreover, by using methods based on neural networks, we
reduce the chances of understanding and providing the reasons of why a candidate has been chosen to be
interviewed, something that it is being looked for, like in Martinez-Gil et al. (2016).

2According to Thompson (2000), a résumé, also known as resume, curriculum vitae or CV, is a document prepared by a
job candidate, for potential employers, that describes one’s education, qualifications and professional experience. In this paper
we will use résumé as common term.

3This is a document detailing which characteristics, mandatory and optional, should be found in a résumé according to the
employer. This document can evolve through the time depending on the job market.

4A job posting is composed of three elements: a job offer, a person specification and a set of applications. The job offer
is the document that describes the job position (e.g. technician, researcher) but also which are the characteristics that are
searched; this document is visible to the job seekers. The person specification, see Footnote 3, is a document only accessible
to the HRM and the employer. The set of applications, correspond to the résumés and other documents that are proportioned
by the job seekers interested in the job offer.

5At the beginning of this work, none of the job postings was liked with its respective job offer. However, after a manual
search, we arrived to manually link a portion of job postings, from the database, with their respective job offers. With this
subset we created a baseline.
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The results obtained from applying our methods over a large set of real recruitment and selection pro-
cesses, show that our methods, despite not using job offers or semantic resources, can reach great perfor-
mance. By just applying the method based on résumés proximity, we can rank correctly in average 61% of
the résumés sent for a job posting. Nonetheless, this value can reach 93% when it is used along with our
proposed Relevance Feedback methods, in which an HRM just need to analyze 20 résumés per job posting,
i.e., no more than 50% of the applications sent to the job posting.

In summary, this work present multiple and diverse contributions. The first contribution is that we offer
an innovative method, completely different to the ones found in the state-of-the-art, that can rank résumés
correctly and automatically. Although this system is used in a very specific context, where job offers are
not always present, it can be applied in any condition where the goal is to rank résumés sent to the very
same job posting. The second contribution is the use of two different Relevance Feedback that can improve
to a great extent other résumé ranking systems. The third and final contribution is the methodology used
in this article, which can be used by people to do a posteriori analyses of selection processes. For example,
HRMs can use the methodology to understand how the selection of candidates was done and which were
the keywords that represented the selected and rejected candidates. As well, HRMs can use the tool to
determine whether a candidate that should have been called for an interview was left behind. Whereas,
psychologist can use the outcome of our methods as a way to determine whether HRM infers aspects like
personality (Cole et al., 2009) or whether they are affected by errors like misspellings (Martin-Lacroux, 2017).
In addition, other systems could use our methods’ outputs to generate feedback that rejected candidates
could find useful to improve their profiles.

This work is divided into eight sections. In Section 2, we introduce the state-of-the-art methods and our
previous work. The methodology and the data are explained in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. We
introduce the experimental and evaluative settings in Section 5. The outcomes from the experiments are
presented in Section 6. We discuss the results in Section 7. The work’s conclusions and possible future work
are presented in Section 8.

2. Related Work

In 2002, Harzallah et al. (2002) presented the project CommOnCV that consists of an automatic analysis
and matching of competencies between résumés and job offers. To the best of our knowledge, this was the
first project where the scientific community became interested in the automated analysis of résumés. Since
the publication of this project, several systems were developed with different approaches and goals. We have
grouped the systems into three types: Résumé matchers, Résumé classifiers and Résumé rankers.

Résumé matchers are systems created for on-line job boards that match uploaded résumés with a job
offer or a query, e.g., García-Sánchez et al. (2006); Radevski & Trichet (2006); Sen et al. (2012); Guo et al.
(2016). To achieve the matching of résumés, these systems use mainly ontologies and rules, but they can
use some kind of Relevance Feedback6, like in Hutterer (2011) to improve the match results.

Résumé classifiers consist of systems that bypass HRMs by automatically classifying résumés into rel-
evant or irrelevant candidates. These kinds of systems, such as Kessler et al. (2008b) and Faliagka et al.
(2013), use machine learning methods to perform this task. In other words, they create a model using data
from previous selection processes. The model contains, in theory, the features that make an applicant to
appear relevant or irrelevant to an HRM.

Résumé rankers are systems that sort résumés based on proximity between a résumé and a job offer, or
even others résumés. As these systems propose rankings, an HRM can decide the point in which résumés
become irrelevant for a job and stop reading them. In this kind of systems, proximity between elements can
be lexical (Kessler et al., 2008a; Singh et al., 2010; Cabrera-Diego, 2015), semantic (Montuschi et al., 2014;
Kmail et al., 2015; Tinelli et al., 2017) or ontological (Senthil Kumaran & Sankar, 2013). In the following
paragraphs we discuss the most representative résumé rankers found in the literature.

6Relevance Feedback is the interaction of a human user with an information retrieval system, in order to evaluate its results
and to modify requests for improving data retrieval Rocchio (1971).
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E-Gen (Kessler et al., 2009) is a system that can create résumé rankings based on the lexical proximity
between résumés and a particular job offer. More specifically, E-Gen compares résumés and job offers using
measures such as Cosine Similarity and Minkowski Distance. The résumés are ranked according to how
proximal they are to the job offer. The documents, i.e., résumés and job offers, are represented using a Vector
Space Model. As well, they make use of a Relevance Feedback method that consists of enriching the job
offer vocabulary by concatenating already analyzed relevant résumés from the same job posting. In Kessler
et al. (2012) the authors improved the system’s performance by adding an automatic text summarization
tool to obtain the most relevant information from job offers and résumés.

PROSPECT is a system developed by Singh et al. (2010) that has a résumé ranker among its tools.
PROSPECT extracts relevant information from résumés and job offers using Conditional Random Fields
(CRF), a lexicon, a named-entity recognizer and a data normalizer. Then, to rank the résumés based on the
job offer, PROSPECT compares the information from both documents using Okapi BM25, Kullback-Leibler
Divergence or Lucene Scoring.

We note in the literature the LO-MATCH platform (Montuschi et al., 2014). It is a web-based system
developed to match professional competencies from résumés and job offers. The LO-MATCH platform is
based on ontologies which are used to enhance information from résumés and job offers. The ranking of
résumés with respect to a job offer is determined through semantic similarity. LO-MATCH establishes to
what degree the words found in a résumé have similar or related meanings to the words occurring in a job
offer. The résumés most similar to the job offer are ranked near the top.

EXPERT (Senthil Kumaran & Sankar, 2013) is another system that ranks résumés. However, each
résumé and job offer is individually represented by an ontology. To generate each ontology, EXPERT
analyzes the information with an ontology and a set of previously defined rules (Senthil Kumaran & Sankar,
2012). EXPERT ranks the résumés by determining how close the job offer ontology is with respect to each
résumé ontology. The résumés with ontologies most similar to those of the job offer are ranked near the top.

MatchingSem (Kmail et al., 2015) is a ranking system designed to use multiple ontologies to find the
most similar résumés for a job. The reason to design a system capable to extract information from multiple
ontologies is to represent several domains and/or decrease their lack of coverage. Thanks to ontologies,
MatchingSem can create semantic networks that are matched using the Jaro-Winkler distance.

I.M.P.A.K.T. (Tinelli et al., 2017) is a platform that allows HRM ranking candidates automatically and
obtain the reasons of putting a résumé in a certain position. It is based on Relational database Management
Systems which help in the creation of improved knowledge bases. As well, the platform allows defining
which competences are required and which are only desired. I.M.P.A.K.T. offers to HRM information about
conflicts or underspecified features found in a résumé.

Another résumé ranker is the one detailed in our previous work (Cabrera-Diego, 2015). There, we present
the first version of the method that in this work is extended and improved. It consists of using a measure
that we call Average Inter-Résumé Proximity (AIRP). This measure determines the relevance of a résumé
according to how similar it is to other résumés from the same job posting. To improve the ranking of
résumés, we use Relevance Feedback and apply it with a factor that increases when a résumé is closer to
those considered by an HRM as relevant.

In the last years, some other researchers have worked on tasks related to the automatic ranking of
résumés. For example, in Martinez-Gil et al. (2016) the authors propose an approach to improve the
ranking of résumés by matching learning ; as well, how to use matching learning to represent, in the future,
documents using a common vocabulary. As well, related to the previous work, Martinez-Gil et al. (2018)
proposes a theory of how to match résumés and job offers, but also ranking them by using knowledge bases,
lattice graphs and lattice filters. Another example is the analysis of social media to evaluate the emotional
intelligence of candidates (Menon & Rahulnath, 2016). In Zaroor et al. (2017), for instance, résumés and
job offers are classified automatically in occupational categories; semantic networks are used to find the best
matching between these documents.
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3. Methodology

Our methodology is composed of two parts. In the first part, we determine the similarity of résumés in
order to rank them. In the second, which is optional although suggested, we ask the HRM for Relevance
Feedback and apply it. More specifically, the methodology used in this article is composed of five steps
which are graphically represented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: System’s overview

In step I, we calculate the proximity between pairs of résumés using Inter-Résumé Proximity (Section 3.1).
Once all the proximity values have been calculated, we estimate the Average or Median Inter-Résumé
Proximity for each résumé in step II (Section 3.2). It is in this step where we formulate the hypothesis that
the resulting values indicate the relevance of the résumés for the job posting. In step III, we sort the scores
obtained in step II in descending order to rank the résumés.

If we want to improve a ranking, we can make use of Relevance Feedback (Section 3.3). This process
starts in step IV where an HRM analyzes a small set of résumés in order to determine whether they are
relevant or not. Furthermore, they can identify and sort the terms that represent better relevancy. Once the
HRM has finished, the Relevance Feedback is processed in step V. In this case, we can process the Relevance
Feedback using the Relevance Factor (Section 3.3.1) and Vocabulary Scoring (Section 3.3.2). The output of
the Relevance Feedback is then introduced in step III to re-rank the remaining résumés, i.e those not seen
during the Relevance Feedback.

3.1. Inter-Résumé Proximity
The Inter-Résumé Proximity (IRP) is defined as the degree of similarity between two résumés that were

sent by different candidates applying for the same job positing. To mathematically define the IRP, consider J
as the set of résumés gathering all the candidates that applied to the same job posting, J = {r1, r2, r3, . . . rj}.
Every résumé r in J is unique and from a different applicant, i.e. there are no duplicated résumés or
candidates in the job posting. We present the definition of Inter-Résumé Proximity (IRP) by Equation 1.

IRP(r, rx) = σ(r, rx);∀r 6= rx; r, rx ∈ J (1)
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where r and rx are two different résumés from J ; σ is a proximity measure.
In this study, we use Dice’s Coefficient as σ because in Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015) we observed, through

statistical analyses, that this similarity measure is the most adequate for this task.7 Although Dice’s
Coefficient is frequently defined in terms of sets, as in Equation 2, we have redefined it in Equation 3 to be
used in a vector representation.

Dice’s Coefficient(r, rx) =
2 · |r ∩ rx|
|r|+ |rx|

(2)

Dice’s Coefficient(r, rx) =
2 ·
∑n

i min(αi, αxi)∑n
i αi +

∑n
i αxi

(3)

where r = {α1, α2, . . . , αn} and rx = {αx1, αx2, . . . , αxn} are vector representations of the résumés r and rx
respectively. Each vector has n dimensions and their components are expressed by α; min is a function that
outputs the smallest component between r and rx in each vector dimension.

Note that Dice’s Coefficient has a closed interval [0, 1], where 1 means that both documents are identical
and 0 indicates they are completely different and have nothing in common.

3.2. Average and Median Inter-Résumé Proximity
In Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015) we determined through a statistical analysis that, on average, the similarity

between relevant résumés is greater than the similarity between irrelevant ones. Equally, we observed that
relevant résumés tend to be dissimilar to the group of irrelevant résumés. From this outcome, we can infer
that relevant résumés should have multiple terms in common, while irrelevant résumés should present a
variety of terms that are not shared, either by other irrelevant résumés or by the relevant ones. Based on
this interpretation, we designed what we call the Average Inter-Résumé Proximity (AIRP). It is a method of
finding relevant résumés based on their proximity to other résumés. The concept is that a relevant résumé
will have, on average, higher values of IRP than an irrelevant résumé.8

The mathematical definition of AIRP is presented by Equation 4.

AIRP(r) =
1

j − 1

j∑
x=1

IRP(r, rx) (4)

where r is a résumé selected for analysis from J , rx is another résumé related to J but different from r and
j is the number of résumés sent to J .

We introduce as well the Median Inter-Résumé Proximity (MIRP). It is a variation of AIRP, but it
consists of calculating the median instead of the average of a set of Inter-Résumé Proximity values. The
main reason to use this central-tendency measure is that it is more robust against skewness and outliers9
than the mean. The formula for calculating the MIRP is given by Equation 5.

MIRP(r) = MEDIAN[IRP(r, rx)]
j
x=1 (5)

where r and rx are two different résumés from J and j is the number of résumés sent to J .

7Other measures tested in Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015) were Cosine Similarity, Jaccard’s Index, Manhattan distance and
Euclidean distance. However, it was Dice’s Coefficient the one that presented the best performance in the analysis of résumés.

8A relevant résumé should have high values of IRP with respect to other relevant résumés and low values of IRP with respect
to irrelevant ones. However, irrelevant résumés should have constantly low values of IRP in accordance with the analyses done
in Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015).

9An outlier is a value with an atypical magnitude with respect to the total set (Mason et al., 2003, page 70).
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3.3. Relevance Feedback
In addition to AIRP and MIRP, we propose to use Relevance Feedback as a method for validating and

enriching the information used by our ranking methods.
In our study, Relevance Feedback is the process where an HRM determines which résumés, from a sample

of the ranking given by AIRP or MIRP, are relevant and irrelevant for the job posting. Furthermore, an
HRM can indicate the terms that better characterize the relevant and irrelevant résumés found during the
previous step. Based on these inputs, we process and apply the feedback to offer an improved ranking of
the remaining résumés. The Relevance Feedback given for one job posting does not affect the way we rank
other job postings, as the inputs can differ.

We propose two methods for applying Relevance Feedback. The first method, called Relevance Factor
and presented in Section 3.3.1, consists of calculating a quotient that takes into account the Inter-Résumé
Proximity between a résumé and those considered relevant or irrelevant during Relevance Feedback. This
method, as seen in Figure 1, is introduced into the ranking process by a simple multiplication during the
calculation of either AIRP or MIRP. The second method (Section 3.3.2) resides in weighting the terms
indicated by the HRM that better represent the relevant and irrelevant résumés seen during Relevance
Feedback. Because of its characteristics, explained in its respective section, this last method modifies the
Relevance Factor.

3.3.1. Relevance Factor
The first method for introducing Relevance Feedback consists of determining the proximity between the

remaining résumés from a job posting and those, from the same job posting, that were analyzed during
the Relevance Feedback. We achieve this with a formula that we have called Relevance Factor (RFa). The
Relevance Factor goal is to improve the ranking of résumés. Thus, on one hand, the Relevance Factor
pushes to the ranking’s top the résumés that are more proximal to those considered as relevant during the
Relevance Feedback. On the other hand, it pulls down, to the ranking’s bottom, those résumés which are
more proximal to the irrelevant ones.

Let us consider F = {r1, r2, . . . , rf} as the set of résumés sent by applicants for a job posting J that
were analyzed during a Relevance Feedback process. Each résumé from F was classified by an HRM into
one class, either relevant (R) or irrelevant (I). We have defined the Relevance Factor, RFa, in Equation 6.

RFa(r) =
Ω +

∑
IRP(r, rxR)

Ω + |R|
· Ω + |I|

Ω +
∑

IRP(r, rxI)
;∀rxR ∈ R; rxI ∈ I; rxR, rxI ∈ F (6)

where r is the résumé to be analyzed, R and I represent the set of résumés considered, respectively, as
relevant and irrelevant during the Relevance Feedback process. Furthermore, Ω is a constant, empirically
set to 1×10−10 which is used to avoid undetermined values10 and IRP is the function described in Equation 1.

The behavior of the Relevance Factor depends on the interval of the proximity measure used to determine
IRP (Equation 1). Since we use Dice’s Coefficient, the Relevance Factor will be greater than one (RFa(r) > 1)
when the résumé r is more proximal to the relevant résumés. It is going to be RFa(r) = 1 if r is equally
similar to relevant and irrelevant résumés. And, if the résumé r has more in common with the irrelevant
résumés, the Relevance Factor will approach to zero.

The introduction of the Relevance Factor into the ranking of résumés is done by simple multiplication,
i.e., the Relevance Factor of a résumé is multiplied by its respective score determined by either AIRP or
MIRP.

To understand the Relevance Factor better, it should be indicated that Equation 6, can be split into two
parts. The left side calculates IRP with respect to the relevant résumés, while the right side is in accordance
with the irrelevant résumés. We describe in the following paragraph a hypothetical process of its calculation.

Let us consider a job posting J composed of 8 different résumés, J = {R1, R2, R3, I1, I2, A,B,C}. During
a Relevance Feedback process, an HRM analyzed 5 from these résumés, i.e., F = {R1, R2, R3, I1, I2}, and

10In some cases during the Relevance Feedback, it is possible to find only relevant or irrelevant résumés, but not both.
Without this constant one side of the formula would be 0/0.
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found out that 3 were relevant (R1, R2, R3), while 2 were irrelevant (I1, I2). In Table 1, we present how the
Relevance Factor would be calculated for the résumés that were not analyzed by the HRM (A,B,C). As it
can be observed in Table 1, the résumé A is very similar to relevant résumés, therefore, its RFa(A) = 3.26;
this means that its score, either AIRP or MIRP, will be multiplied by a factor of 3.26. Regarding résumé B,
it has a RFa(B) = 1.00, this means that it is equally similar to relevant and irrelevant résumés; the AIRP
or MIRP of B will rest the same. Concerning résumé C, it has a RFa(C) = 0.38 due to its high similarity
to irrelevant résumés and, in consequence, its AIRP or MIRP will be affected by a factor of 0.38.

Table 1: Hypothetical job posting J containing 8 different résumés, J = {R1, R2, R3, I1, I2, A,B,C}. During the Relevance
Feedback process of J , an HMR analyzed 5 résumés, F = {R1, R2, R3, I1, I2}; from the resulting analysis, the HRM found out
3 relevant résumés and 2 irrelevant. The calculation of the Relevance Factor for the rest of résumés to be ranked, i.e., A, B and
C, would be as follows. The IRP between résumés is hypothetical and was established to show the behavior of the Relevance
Factor. It should be noted, that an IRP close to one means résumés very similar, while an IRP approaching to zero indicates
a great dissimilarity.

r IRP(r, rxR) IRP(r, rxI) RFa(r)

A

R1 0.90 I1 0.20
2.45
3

· 2
0.50

= 3.26R2 0.75 I2 0.30
R3 0.80∑

2.45
∑

0.50

B

R1 0.35 I1 0.40
1.35
3

· 2
0.90

= 1.00R2 0.55 I2 0.50
R3 0.45∑

1.35
∑

0.90

C

R1 0.30 I1 0.80
0.90
3

· 2
1.55

= 0.38R2 0.40 I2 0.75
R3 0.20∑

0.90
∑

1.55

3.3.2. Vocabulary Scoring
The second method for applying Relevance Feedback consists of processing the vocabulary that, in accor-

dance with the HRM, better represents the résumés marked as relevant or irrelevant during the Relevance
Feedback. The objective is to adjust the weights of the terms that cause a candidate to be considered by an
HRM as relevant or irrelevant for the job posting. To achieve this, during the Relevance Feedback an HRM
indicates and sorts which terms, seen in the analyzed résumés, characterized what made a candidate to be
relevant or irrelevant. The sorting of the terms should be done regarding their representativeness.

Formally, consider Vc = {t1, t2, . . . , tv} as the vocabulary selected and sorted by an HRM that better
represents the résumés from class c during Relevance Feedback. For each term from Vc, we compute its
Term Score Tc(t), i.e., a value that allows us to boost or minimize the terms that define each class c. In
Equation 7, we define the Term Score Tc(t) for a term t appearing in Vc is defined .

Tc(t) = 5

√
1

rank(t)
;∀t ∈ Vc (7)

where rank(t) is the position of term t defined by an HRM in Vc. The Term Score always has a value within
the half-closed interval [1, 0). A term with a value close to 1 expresses a high representativeness of class c,
while a term with a value near to zero means that it hardly represents class c and should be minimized.

Using a root in Equation 7, specifically the 5th root, should be discussed. We empirically chose this
function for two reasons. First, it allows us to create a score between 1 and 0. Second, it slowly decreases
and preserves the sense of representativeness provided by the HRM, i.e., the way that terms were sorted by
the HRM is kept. It can be seen in Figure 2 how the Term Score changes in accordance to the rank of t;
for instance, the term that is ranked first has a Term score equal to 1; the second ranked term has a score
Tc = 0.870; and for the fiftieth score, Tc = 0.457.
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Figure 2: Plot of the Term Score for ranks of t between 1 and 50.
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As there is always a set of terms that will not appear in V but that are found in other résumés for
the same job posting J , it is essential to give to these terms a Term Score Tc in order to keep the model
balanced. In other words, we cannot leave the terms that did not appear in a Vc with higher values than
those that were analyzed by an HRM. We assign a value of 0.01 to all the terms belonging to the résumés
of J that are not present in a Vc.11 This figure was chosen empirically to minimize the terms that are not
representative of the model without deleting them.12

Since the Term Score Tc(t) of every term t is different for each class c (relevant and irrelevant), we
use the Term Score uniquely within the Relevance Factor (Section 3.3.1), as it calculates the Inter-Résumé
Proximity with respect to relevant and irrelevant résumés separately. To be more specific, the Term Scores
only modify terms’ weights of each class used at the computation of Inter-Résumé Proximity in Equation 6.

3.3.3. Selecting the Résumés for the Relevance Feedback
Even though the Relevance Feedback described in Rocchio (1971) consists of choosing a number of

top-retrieved documents, we test whether the Relevance Feedback determined with other position-retrieved
documents is useful to HRMs. More specifically, we use the Relevance Feedback of the documents retrieved
from the following positions:

• Top. This is the classic method which consists of taking the top ranked résumés to improve the
following rankings. In the case where we find non-relevant résumés among the top, it may be a way
to determine which characteristics, although common, may not be required for the job or are not the
ones searched by the HRM.

• Bottom. This is the opposite of the classic method, as we select the résumés located at the end of
rankings. We infer that finding a relevant résumé with a low ranking can provide more useful feedback
than detecting an irrelevant résumé at the top. Furthermore, this may be interesting for the Human
Resources domain, as leaving a relevant résumé at the bottom would set aside the objectives of the
rankings.

• Top and Bottom (henceforth Both). For this position, we decided to merge the ideas from the first
two Relevance Feedback positions. More specifically, in this position we ask a recruiter whether some
résumés from the top and the bottom are truly relevant.13 The goal is to reduce the weaknesses of the

11For instance, a term t can appear in VIrrelevant but not in VRelevant. Thus, for this same t the Term score VRelevant will be
0.01.

12We experimented with other values: 0.25, 0.1 and 0.05. We observed that by decreasing the value the results were improved.
13 Half of the résumés for the Relevance Feedback are from the top. The other half belong to the ranking’s bottom.
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Bottom and Top positions; we may detect truly relevant and irrelevant documents ranked first and
also those that are interesting but mis-positioned at the end of a ranking.

In addition to the different Relevance Feedback positions, we decided to test whether an iterative applica-
tion of Relevance Feedback could improve the résumé rankings more quickly. Under non-iterative conditions,
once the Relevance Feedback has produced a new ranking the process ends. Nonetheless, for iterative con-
ditions, once a new ranking is produced, it can be re-analyzed by an HRM in a new Relevance Feedback
process.

4. Data

For this article, we used a set of 171 job postings which were processed (recruitment and selection) by a
French human resources enterprise between November 2008 and March 2014. These job postings come from
different professional domains (e.g., chemistry, communications, physics and biotechnology) and position
levels (e.g., laboratory researcher, intern, project manager and engineer). These 171 job positions were
chosen because they contain at least 20 unique résumés in French; at least 5 of them are relevant, and 5 are
irrelevant.14 In total, the corpus contains 14, 144 French résumés divided among these 171 jobs postings.

All the job postings are composed of applications, and each application contains the documents associated
with the recruitment and selection process. It is important to note that not all the documents located
inside the applications corresponded to résumés; we could find motivation and recommendation letters,
diplomas, interview minutes and social network invitations as well. To obtain only the French résumés, we
made use of a résumé detector. The résumé detector is a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) developed
previously in Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015). Furthermore, all the résumés were lower cased and lemmatized;
for lemmatizing the documents, we used Freeling 3 (Padró & Stanilovsky, 2012). Stop-words, punctuation
marks and numbers were deleted. In addition, all duplicated résumés within the same job posting were
deleted.15 See Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015) in order to learn more about this pre-processing task.

According to the HRMs with whom we worked, the system employed to manage the applications allowed
them to organize each applicant into one of the following selection phases: Unread, Analyzed, Contacted,
Interviewed and Hired. The phases were assigned to each applicant depending on the last point to which they
arrived. For this article, we grouped four of these phases into two different classes: relevant and irrelevant.

The first class, relevant, corresponds to the phases Contacted, Interviewed and Hired. It represents the
applicants who after reading their résumés were approached by a recruiter. The second class, irrelevant,
contains only the résumés that remained in the Analyzed phase, i.e., the applicants that were not approached
by an HRM after reading their résumés.

With respect to the applications that remained in the Unread phase, these were discarded from the
analysis since we cannot infer whether they were relevant or irrelevant for the job. Furthermore, most of
these applications were not read because the selection process ended as they were received.

There are two reasons to classify four of five phases into two classes. The first is that to determine
whether an applicant will be hired implies the analysis of elements that are not present in a résumé (e.g.,
interview results, expected salary, job location and withdrawal). The second one is that we do not want to
replace humans with an automaton in the selection process. Instead, we want to assist humans during the
most difficult part of the selection process, which is in discerning relevant and irrelevant applicants. And
this can be achieved by ordering applicant’s résumés in terms of how relevant are for the job posting.

It is important to note that some applications from the corpus, although impossible to trace, started
as Direct contact. This means that an HRM found, usually on the Internet or job seekers databases, the
résumé of a person who fulfilled the person specification and decided to contact this person directly. Thus,

14All the résumés must be either relevant or irrelevant, but each job cannot have less than 5 per class.
15There were job postings in which the same applicant sent their own résumé multiple times. Thus, to avoid a bias, we

deleted the duplicated résumés with a set of heuristics developed in Cabrera-Diego et al. (2015). Among the heuristics used,
we can highlight the selection of the most recent résumé in the application folder or the detection of the exact same applicant
e-mail.
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for some job postings the relevant résumés can accurately reflect the searched profile. This action can affect
the number of relevant applicants for a job posting, which in some cases can be equal or greater than the
number of irrelevant applicants. However, this characteristic from the corpus should be seen as normal,
since for an HRM to make direct contact is a way to speed up the recruitment and selection processes.

Furthermore, it should be indicated that we do not combine applications from different job postings,
even if they belong to similar job positions. The reason is that each job posting is linked to a job offered by
a specific enterprise, in a particular date and with a set of desired characteristics. In other words, each job
posting might attract different job seekers despite describing a very similar job position; aspects like years
of experience, spoken languages, mobility, relocation and salary can affect how the job market reacts. This
variability makes impossible to determine whether a candidate from one job posting would participate in
another one or whether a candidate would be considered equally relevant.

To conclude with this section, after a manual search, we arrived to link 60 of the 171 job postings with
their respective job offer. With these 60 job postings we created a baseline that will be described in Section 5.

4.1. Data representation
We decided to represent each résumé from the corpus as a set of n-grams in a Vector Space Model (VSM)

(Salton et al., 1975). To be specific, for each résumé we extracted its set of unigrams, bigrams and trigrams.
Every set of n-grams was saved as a vector, one per résumé. The vectors’ component weights (W ) are the
relative frequency of each n-gram which could be multiplied by a weight modifier (∆); we present W in
Equation 8.

W (•) = F(•) ·∆(•) (8)

where • is an n-gram and F is the relative frequency calculated with respect to each résumé. The weight
modifier ∆ can be one of the following:

• ∆ = 1. In this case, we represent the data only by the relative frequency of each n-gram.
• ∆ = IDF(•). Each n-gram (•) is weighted with respect to a Term-Frequency Inverse-Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) Spärck Jones (1972).16

Once the résumés of a job posting have been ranked for the first time, either with AIRP or MIRP, and a
vocabulary scoring has been set, a new ∆ for Equation 6 can be used:

• ∆ = Tc(•). In this case each n-gram (•) is modified by its respective Term Score Tc (see Equation 7);
where c is the class (relevant or irrelevant) that will affect uniquely.

• ∆ = IDF(•) · Tc(•). It is similar to the previous ∆, however, it can be modified by IDF in the case,
the original representation made use of the weight too.

In all the cases, these last two ∆ do not affect permanently the weights of the terms, they are only locally
used each time Equation 6 is called.

4.2. Data for the Relevance Feedback
Although the ideal experimentation would consist in applying our methods and asking HRM for Relevance

Feedback on real time, the fact is that this task would be very expensive. Moreover, the HRM would have
to do this task besides their normal work duties and it would be hard to get accurate results in cases where
the person specification evolved over time. Thus, we decided to simulate the Relevance Feedback.

Regarding the Relevance Feedback in which an HRM indicates whether a résumé is relevant or irrelevant,
we made use of the information available in the corpus. As we explained at the beginning of Section 4, every
application and, therefore, every résumé belongs to a real selection process. Thus, at a given moment, every

16The IDF for each unigram, bigram and trigram was calculated using all the corpus described at the beginning of Section 4
(14, 144 résumés).
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résumé was analyzed by an HRM who considered whether it was from a relevant or irrelevant applicant. The
information found in the corpus allows us to create a simulation that can be reproduced again if necessary.

For the vocabulary scoring, we decided to explore three simulations, S1, S2 and S3, in which we select
and weight differently the terms for the vocabulary scoring. Each simulation is composed of 100 n-grams in
total, 50 describing the relevant résumés and 50 the irrelevant ones. These simulations are different from the
one used to determine whether a résumé is relevant or irrelevant, as the corpus does not contain this kind of
information. However, they are based on information found in the corpus and in consequence reproducible.
In the following subsection, we explain in detail how S1, S2 and S3 were determined.

4.2.1. Simulations for Vocabulary Scoring
Consider V = {t1, t2, . . . , tv}, the vocabulary composed of the n-grams (t) that occur in at least 2 résumés

from the Relevance Feedback.17 The process to generate the three simulations is as follows:

1. For each term t belonging to V , we calculate the squared probability of term t occurring in each
possible class c, either relevant or irrelevant. This is done using Equation 9:

p2c(t) =

(
Dc(t)

D(t)

)2

(9)

where Dc(t) is the number of résumés belonging to class c; D(t) is the number of résumés analyzed
in the Relevance Feedback. The equation is an adaptation of Gini’s Coefficient18 presented in Cossu
(2015). For a set of classes C = {c1, c2, . . . , ck}, Gini’s Coefficient has an interval between [1/k, 1],
where 1/k means that a term appears in every class, while 1 indicates that the term belongs to one
class (Torres-Moreno et al., 2012).

2. Then, we calculate a factor (fc) that takes into account the number of documents from class c where
the n-gram appeared and the sum of the n-gram’s weights (W ) inside these documents. The factor is
presented in Equation 10.

fc(t) = Dc(t) ·
∑

Wc(t) (10)

where t represents an n-gram, c is one of the two possible classes (relevant or irrelevant), fc is the
factor for the class c, Dc is the number of documents of class c where t appears and W is the n-gram
weight (see Equation 8).

3. For each class c we sort the n-grams first according to their squared probabilities p2c and then by their
factor fc. If two or more n-grams share the same squared probabilities and factors, although this is
unusual, we assign them different but consecutive locations in the sorted list.

4. We select the first 50 n-grams for each class, to which we calculate their Term Scores (Tc) using
Equation 7.

5. For the rest of n-grams, or those that did not occur in the résumés from the Relevance Feedback, we
give them a Term Score of 0.01 as explained in Section 3.3.2.

Simulation S1 consists of selecting and scoring the vocabulary according to the information found only
in the résumés used for Relevance Feedback. In other words, the résumés from the Relevance Feedback
are used to calculate the squared probabilities and the factors of the n-grams. Next, for each class c, we
calculate the Term Scores for the first sorted 50 n-grams.

For simulation S2, we decided to recreate a scenario where the selection and sorting of the terms is done
carelessly. Put differently, the terms that, in theory, represent relevant and irrelevant résumés are ignored

17Because we simulate the vocabulary scoring, to use terms that were seen only in one résumé may not be reliable but
speculative. In fact, a one time-seen term, and in consequence its pertinence, may be no more than a coincidence which could
change by increasing the number of documents analyzed.

18Although Gini’s Coefficient is frequently used in economics for wealth distribution, it has been used in other NLP works,
e.g., Fang & Zhan (2015) and Cossu et al. (2014). Gini’s Coefficient in NLP has the objective of modifying the weight of an
element in the data model by determining to which degree it represents a certain class or set of them (Torres-Moreno et al.,
2012).
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and are not used in the Relevance Factor (Equation 6). To this end, we sort the n-grams using only the
information from the Relevance Feedback, as we do for S1, but the Term Score of the first 50 n-gram of
each class c is set to zero (Tc = 0).19 For the rest of terms, the Term Score is the default one, i.e. 0.01.

In simulation S3, we try to model optimally the n-grams that would be chosen by an HRM in real life.
To this end, we calculate the squared probabilities and factors fc based on the information in all the résumés
from the job posting. However, we continue to sort and calculate the Term Scores for the terms that only
occur in the résumés from Relevance Feedback. In summary, we can have high reliable squared probabilities
and factors fc but we only affect the n-grams that would have been seen by an HRM during the Relevance
Feedback.20

5. Experimental and evaluative Settings

There are multiple experiments that can be done following different configurations, however, although we
explored a large amount of possible combinations, due to space limitations we only present the experiments
that could contribute the most to the state-of-the-art. The experiments realized are summarized in the
following list:

• No Relevance Feedback: We apply our methods without using any kind of relevance feedback, and we
compare them against a couple of baselines.

• Relevance Feedback applied using
– The Relevance Factor: We explore how different Relevance Feedback position (Top, Bottom and

Both) affect the Relevance Factor. As well, we analyze whether the iterative application of the
Relevance Factor can improve faster the ranking of résumés.

– The Relevance Factor with Vocabulary Scoring: We analyze how the simulations of Vocabulary
Scoring affect the rankings created by the Relevance Factor.

Two different baselines are used, the first one consists of a system that generates a random ranking
for each job posting. The second baseline resides in using the 60 job postings to which we arrived to link
with their respective job offer and calculate the similarity résumés/job offer. More specifically, for each job
posting, we apply Dice’s Coefficient between its job offer and every element from its set of résumés. Job
offers are pre-processed under the same parameters that the résumés, as explained in Section 4. Although a
comparison with other methods or systems from the state-of-the-art would have been desired, to the extent
of our knowledge, none of the systems or datasets have been released to the public.21

In the case of the experiments with Relevance Feedback, we have restricted the feedback size to a range
between 2 and 20 résumés. It should be noted that we never use more than 50% of the résumés for each job
as feedback. In fact, the 171 job postings described in Section 4 were chosen because they had at least 20
résumés, from which at least 5 were from relevant applicants and 5 from irrelevant ones. When we use more
than 10 résumés for the Relevance Feedback, we always verify that there is at least twice the résumés for the
job posting, with more than 1/4 of them being relevant and no less than 1/4 irrelevant. For example, to do
a Relevance Feedback of 16 résumés, a job posting must have at least 32 résumés in total, and no less than
8 must be relevant or irrelevant. If one job posting do not have these characteristics then it is discarded,
for that size of Relevant Feedback, from the analysis. All these precautions are taken to avoid inflating the
measurements for evaluation artificially.

19By making zero the Term Score of these n-grams, we affect their weight in the vector space model as explained in Section 4.1.
This modification has, in consequence, an effect in the Relevance Factor (Equation 6), where the résumés containing most of
the terms representing a class, instead of being pushed up or pulled down, they will stay in the same position in the rank.

20In simulation S3 is possible that after sorting the n-grams, the one placed in the first place does not appear in the Relevance
Feedback. Thus, as this n-gram could not have been seen by the HRM during the Relevance Feedback, we must consider another
n-gram as the one in the first place. This will be the first term seen in the Relevance Feedback that has the best squared
probability and factor fc. For the following terms the rules are the same.

21The only exception could be LO-MATCH, which provided a service through a website during a time. However, the software,
per se, was never available to download for testing purposes.
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In the experiments related to the iterative application of Relevance Factor, we explore how rankings are
affected when multiple and sequential Relevance Factor processes are done. In other words, we start by
doing a Relevance Factor over 2 résumés. This process will rank the remaining résumés of the job posting
in an improved way. After that, a new process of Relevance Feedback is done on which 2 new résumés are
analyzed. The Relevance Factor is calculated again and the process is repeated until having revealed up to
20 résumés.

It should be mentioned that the corpus had 171 jobs that fulfilled the characteristics used for the Rel-
evance Feedback up to size 10. For a Relevance Feedback of size 20, there were only 127 jobs with the
established characteristics.

All the calculations for AIRP and MIRP were parallelized using GNU Parallel (Tange, 2011), a shell tool
created to run the same task multiple times but with different inputs. More specifically, the parallelization
consists in assigning a CPU thread to each job posting. Therefore, multiple jobs postings can be run at the
same time.

We decided to evaluate each ranking of résumés using Average Precision (AP) (Buckley & Voorhees,
2000). AP is an evaluation metric designed for rankings with two grades of relevance: relevant and ir-
relevant.22 Furthermore, AP determines, at the same time, the precision and the recall of a ranking in
accordance to the position of its elements (Voorhees & Harman, 2001). In order to have a good value of
AP, i.e., close to 1, the relevant elements should be positioned at the top of a ranking, while those that are
irrelevant should be located at the bottom of a ranking. In our case, a ranked résumé is considered to have
the correct relevance when it is similarly marked in the corpus data (see Section 4).

To evaluate the performance of the methods used to rank résumés, we calculate the Mean Average
Precision (MAP) for each one (Buckley & Voorhees, 2000). As the names indicates, the MAP consists of
averaging all the AP values obtained using the same method.

In order to verify whether the MAP values obtained for each tested method are significantly different,
we analyze the results using a one-way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (rANOVA).

The assumptions of rANOVA, data normality and sphericity, are tested with the Shapiro-Wilk Test and
the Mauchly’s Test, respectively. In both cases, the alpha to refute the null hypothesis is set to 0.05.

The results from the rANOVA are considered to be significantly different when the p value is less than
0.05. In the case we compare more than two methods, and the rANOVA show a significant difference, we
also make use of a post hoc test. More specifically, we utilize a Pairwise t-Test with α = 0.05 in order to
determine which pairs of groups are significantly different.

For each pair of experiments showing a significant difference, we calculated the effect size using Cohen’s
d. Effect sizes are values that helps to quantify the difference between two analyzed groups. As thumb rule,
effect size can be classified into small (d = 0.2), medium (d = 0.5) and large (d = 0.8) (Cohen, 1988, Page
20).

The statistical analyses are performed using R (R Core Team, 2018).

6. Results

In this section, we present the results regarding the experiments defined in Section 5. Every result
presented in a graph includes its respective 95% confidence interval.

6.1. Experiments with No Relevance Feedback
In Figure 3 we present the results of AIRP and MIRP with and without the Inverse-Document Frequency

(IDF). We also compare the results with respect to the random baseline.
As it can be seen in Figure 3, all the methods presented in this work surpass the value given by the

random baseline. Nonetheless, AIRP and MIRP get similar MAP values.

22Apart from the AP, we can find in the literature two other metrics specialized in the evaluation of rankings: Kendall’s tau
and (Normalized) Discounted Cumulative Gain (Järvelin & Kekäläinen, 2000). These metrics are used in rankings with multiple
grades of relevance, e.g., very relevant, relevant, irrelevant and very irrelevant. However, our data set is only annotated with
two grades of relevance, thus, AP is the most appropriate metric.
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Figure 3: Results, in terms of the MAP, for the random baseline, AIRP and MIRP without applying any kind of Relevance
Feedback.
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The corresponding rANOVA between the results presented in Figure 3 indicates that there is a significant
difference between the results (p value = 2.153× 10−5). According to the post hoc test all the methods are
significantly different with respect to the random baseline (p value < 0.001). Moreover, AIRP with IDF is
significantly different to AIRP (p value = 0.017). For the rest of the methods pair, there is no statistical
difference. The average effect size between our methods with respect to the random baseline is d = 0.327,
which is medium-small. The effect size between AIRP and AIRP with IDF is d = 0.230. In Table 2, we
present a summary of the results from the statistical test.

Table 2: Summary of the statistical analysis done over the results presented in Figure 3. The upper diagonal shows the p value
of the results that were significantly different. The lower diagonal shows the values of Cohen’s d effect size.

AIRP AIRP IDF MIRP MIRP IDF Random
AIRP 0.017 - - 4.4× 10−4

AIRP IDF 0.230 - - 1.2× 10−3

MIRP - - - 5.4× 10−4

MIRP IDF - - - 1.5× 10−4

Random 0.316 0.344 0.309 0.339

In Figure 4, we compare again our methods with respect to a random baseline but also with the one
based on the similarity between job offers and résumés. This experiment was done uniquely over the corpus’
subset composed of 60 job posting for which we had found their respective job offers (see Section 4).

As shown in Figure 4, our methods rank the résumés better than methods using the similarity between
job offers and résumés. Moreover, our methods work better on these 60 jobs than with the complete set of
171. The reasons for these results will be discussed in Section 7.

The rANOVA performed on the results shown in Figure 4 indicates that there was a significant difference
between the methods (p value = 3.270 × 10−7). In fact, and in accordance with post hoc test, the method
based on the similarity of job offer/résumé is significantly different than the random baseline and all our
methods (p value < 0.05). The effect size between the methods AIRP IDF, MIRP and MIRP IDF, and the
job offer/résumé baseline is always d > 0.780, which correspond to large effect sizes. In Table 3, we present
a summary of the results from the statistical test.
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Figure 4: Comparison of our methods and two baselines (random and similarity between Job Offer and résumés) for 60 jobs.
The values are presented in terms of the MAP, and we did not use any kind of Relevance Feedback.
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Table 3: Summary of the statistical analysis done over the results presented in Figure 4, which correspond to the subset of 60
job postings. The upper diagonal shows the p value of the results that were significantly different. The lower diagonal shows
the values of Cohen’s d effect size.

AIRP AIRP IDF MIRP MIRP IDF Job Offer/Résumé Random
AIRP 0.045 - - 7.8× 10−7 3.6× 10−5

AIRP IDF 0.357 - - 1.5× 10−9 7.8× 10−6

MIRP - - - 1.2× 10−6 4.7× 10−5

MIRP IDF - - - 4.1× 10−9 1.1× 10−5

Job Offer/Résumé 0.800 1.012 0.784 0.977 0.025

Random 0.656 0.716 0.701 0.642 0.392

6.2. Experiments with Relevance Feedback
In this part, we present the experiments run with Relevance Feedback (Section 3.3) and applied using

two different methods, Relevance Factor and Vocabulary Scoring. It should be noted that as there is no
significant difference between AIRP and MIRP, we excluded from the following experiments MIRP. We
decided to use uniquely the AIRP IDF because it showed a statistical difference with AIRP, moreover, in
real cases the IDF could be of help in reducing the n-grams that are frequent but useless for HRM.

6.2.1. Relevance Factor
We present the results regarding the Relevance Factor and how the Relevance Feedback positions (Top,

Bottom and Both) affected its performance. Furthermore, we verified whether the iterative application of
the Relevance Feedback could improve the speed of résumé ranking. In each iterative step 2 résumés were
analyzed until reveal up to 20 résumés. The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 5.

In Figure 5, we see that the Relevance Feedback depends on where the résumés are obtained: Top,
Bottom or Both positions. The Top position needs a smaller number of résumés to generate higher values
of MAP than the Bottom position does.
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The rANOVA done with 10 and 20 résumés indicated a significant difference between the positions in
the non-iterative process, p value = 2.45× 10−12 and p value = 6.35× 10−11 respectively. More specifically,
the pairwise post hoc test revealed that there was always a significant difference with 10 and 20 résumés for
all the Relevance Feedback positions (p value < 0.005). In Table 4, we present a summary of the statistical
analyses and the effect sizes obtained. It should be noted that the effect sizes are between medium-small
and medium. Similar results for Relevance Feedback positions were obtained with the rANOVA and post
hoc test for the iterative process.

Table 4: Summary of the statistical analyses, done over the results, at 10 and 20 résumés, regarding the non-iterative Relevance
Factor. The upper diagonal shows the p value of the results that were significantly different. The lower diagonal shows the
values of Cohen’s d effect size.

10 résumés 20 résumés
Top Bottom Both Top Bottom Both

Top 2.1× 10−10 1.7× 10−4 5.8× 10−9 5.0× 10−7

Bottom 0.532 2.3× 10−5 0.574 1.4× 10−3

Both 0.293 0.345 0.484 0.290

It can be seen, in Figure 5, that the iterative application of the Relevance Feedback does not bring any
improvement with respect to the non-iterative application. There are some minimal variations, positive or
negative, but in most cases the values are the same. In fact, we determined through a rANOVA that there
is no significant difference between the iterative and non-iterative application of the Relevance Feedback
(p value > 0.05) for 10 and 20 résumés. We can say that both kinds of applications give comparable results.
Thus, in the following experiments we use only the non-iterative process.

6.3. Relevance Factor with Vocabulary Scoring
For the Relevance Factor with Vocabulary Scoring, we made use of AIRP IDF with a non-iterative

Relevance Feedback application. Vocabulary Scoring was done following simulations S1, S2 and S3, as
explained in Section 4.2. In Figure 6, we present the results from these experiments.

Figure 6: Results of AIRP IDF using a Relevance Feedback that was applied with the Relevance Factor and Vocabulary Scoring.
The Vocabulary Scoring was obtained through three different simulation S1, S2 and S3.
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We see from Figure 6 that the results in terms of the MAP depend on the simulation utilized for
Vocabulary Scoring. On one hand, it is evident that simulation S3, where we used the maximum quantity
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of information available to calculate the Term Scores, completely boosts the Relevance Factor and allows us
reaching a MAP of 0.937± 0.014. On the other hand, simulations S1 and S2 do not improve the Relevance
Factor. It can be seen in Figure 6 that S1, despite being conceived to boost the n-grams that represented
the classes, relevant and irrelevant, reduces the performance of the Relevance Factor in comparison to its
application without Vocabulary Scoring. For instance, using 20 résumés in the Relevance Feedback process
without any Vocabulary Scoring results in the MAP being equal to 0.800 ± 0.030, while using simulation
S1 results in a MAP value of 0.766± 0.031. In contrast, in S2, where we do not consider the representative
n-grams of each class, the MAP stayed stable as if the Vocabulary Scoring would have not been used. This
outcome, will be discussed in Section 7.

The rANOVA performed on the results showed there was a significant difference between the simulations
using 10 and 20 résumés, in both cases p value = 2.2× 10−16. According to the pairwise post hoc test, at 10
and 20 résumés, all the simulations were significantly different. In Table 5, we present the results regarding
p value and effect size.

Table 5: Summary of the statistical analyses, done over the results, at 10 and 20 résumés, regarding the non-iterative Relevance
Factor. The upper diagonal shows the p value of the results that were significantly different. The lower diagonal shows the
values of Cohen’s d effect size.

10 résumés 20 résumés
S1 S2 S3 S1 S2 S3

S1 1.2× 10−8 < 2× 10−16 6.2× 10−14 < 2× 10−16

S2 0.458 < 2× 10−16 0.749 < 2× 10−16

S3 0.978 0.858 1.163 1.013

Regarding the effect size, at 10 résumés, between simulation S1 and S2 Cohen’s d = 0.458, which is
large-small; between S3 and, S1 and S2, Cohen’s d was greater than 0.850, which it is a large effect size.
Using 20 résumés, the effect size between S1 and S2 was large-medium effect size d = 0.749, for the rest of
pairs, Cohen’s d was greater than 1, which correspond to a large effect size.

7. Discussion

In the following subsections, we discuss the results obtained in Section 6. The discussion is divided based
on the experiments.

7.1. AIRP, MIRP, IDF and Baselines
The significant difference between our methods and the random baseline method means that our methods

can be, by themselves, of help to HRMs. In other words, the Inter-Résumé-Proximity, used through AIRP
and MIRP, can rank correctly, to a certain degree, the résumés and proposes a better start point, than a
random one, to HRMs during the selection process. As we observed in Section 6.1, there was no significant
difference between AIRP and MIRP. This finding means that the distribution of Inter-Résumé Proximities
is often symmetrical and does not contain outliers.

We observed that between all our methods and the random baseline there was a statistical difference,
however between our other methods, in general, there was not a significant difference. Moreover, the
rANOVA performed on the results presented over the subset of 60 job postings (Figure 4) suggests that our
methods are better than the method based on the similarity between job offers and résumés. We could see
this, as evidence that résumés contain more information about the job requirements than the job offer does,
at least without using semantic resources. This could also mean that the vocabulary used in the job offer
and the résumés differs to a certain degree.

It is interesting how in terms of MAP, our methods worked better over the 60 job postings to which we
had access to the job offer than for the set of 171 job postings. One reason for this outcome might be that
these 60 job postings had one particular characteristic: on average, the number of relevant résumés was 2.2
times the number of irrelevant résumés. This contrasts with the average number of relevant résumés for the
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171 job postings, which was 1.4 times the number of irrelevant résumés. Another explanation, is that this
difference can be a signal that the “true” MAP, the one that would be obtained if we analyze the statistical
population instead of a statistical sample, is located between 0.60 and 0.73. Although these could be the
main reasons, we do not leave aside the fact that there could be others, intrinsic or not, to these job postings.
To find these other reasons, we need to perform a deeper analysis of these jobs and validate whether the
number of relevant résumés had an impact on the performance of AIRP and MIRP.

7.2. Relevance Feedback Positions and the Relevance Factor
As we observed in Section 6.2.1, the Relevance Factor is affected by the place from where the résumés

used for the Relevance Feedback were obtained. In fact, the most helpful position was the Top one while the
Bottom position was the one that gave the lowest performance. The latter result indicates that at the end
of the rankings we did not find relevant résumés. In other words, we do not find résumés that could help
us determine what is sought by the HRM. As a consequence, it is difficult to improve the results using only
irrelevant résumés. Moreover, in order to see an improvement with the Bottom position, it is necessary to
increase the number of analyzed résumés. This means reaching the middle of the rankings, from the bottom,
to increase the probability of finding relevant résumés.

Despite the Both position results were less performing than those obtained with the Top position, it
could be of interest to follow it in real life. The main reason is that it may verify that we did not leave
someone relevant at the end of the résumé ranking. The second reason is that its behavior is not far from
the behavior obtained with the Top position; although according to the statistical test, there is a significant
difference and the effect size is between small and medium-small.

It is of interest to determine whether an asymmetric Both position is better than a symmetric one.
Currently, the same number of résumés is analyzed from the top and the bottom of the résumé rankings.
However, it may be better to analyze more résumés from the top of the rankings than from the bottom to
improve the speed of our methods.

It can be asked why the MAP decreases when using two résumés for Relevance Feedback for the Bottom
and Both positions. The reason is that we increase the probability of finding only irrelevant résumés by
looking for résumés at these positions. When we use only irrelevant résumés for the Relevance Factor
(Equation 6), we can penalize relevant résumés based on their small similarities with the irrelevant ones. As
mentioned previously, by increasing the number of analyzed résumés, we can increase the number of relevant
résumés analyzed and reduce the effect of the irrelevant ones located at the end of the rankings.

We did not found any significant difference with respect to the iterative and non-iterative application of
the Relevance Feedback. Moreover, we do not have a precise idea of why the iterative application did not
improve the speed of résumé ranking. The best idea that we have is that the improvement is so small that
the MAP cannot detect it. Put differently, the résumés just change ranking positions with other résumés
of the same type (relevant or irrelevant) and this cannot be detected by the MAP. It is possible that the
number of résumés used in each iteration, two, is not enough to provide visible improvement. We may need
to determine with other experiments how many résumés are necessary in an iterative application of the
Relevance Feedback to see real improvement.

To improve the performance of the iterative application of the Relevance Feedback, we may need as
well to take into account the history of how the résumés move within the rankings. If we find that résumé
rankings do not change greatly, it could mean that we arrived at a point where we cannot further improve
the rankings with this method. Thus, we should change the method, for example, by using Vocabulary
Scoring or looking for relevant résumés at the bottom, or even at a random position.

7.3. Vocabulary Scoring
The results obtained using Vocabulary Scoring and the Relevance Factor were surprising. We never

expected to surpass a MAP of 0.9, as we did with S3 (MAP of 0.9372±0.014). Furthermore, we were surprised
by the results because Vocabulary Scoring only affects the model used in determining the Relevance Factor.
Thus, the AIRP of one résumé r is modified only by the Relevance Factor (Equation 6) which determines
how proximal résumé r is to the relevant and irrelevant ones using basically 100 n-grams chosen by the
HRM (50 terms per class).
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The poor performance of S1 and S2, seen in Section 6.3, may be related to the quantity of data utilized to
establish the Term Scores. Using only the information provided by documents from the Relevance Feedback
is not enough to simulate correctly the knowledge that an HRM would have about the job posting and, in
consequence, to determine the Term Scores. It should be remembered that the simulations are based on
the squared probabilities (Equation 9) and without enough information these values lack the reliability to
correctly represent the classes. Although, we tried to increase the reliability by using only n-grams observed
in at least two résumés, as explained in Section 4.2.1, this minimum might not be enough for these two
simulations. The problem is solved when we make use of S3, where we calculate the squared probabilities
based on all the information available.

To better understand how the simulations worked and affected the results, we present in the following
lines a discussion of the simulations generated regarding a Project Manager job posting; this job posting is
one of the 60 job postings linked manually to the job offer. In Figure 7, we present an abstract of the job
offer related to the job posting. In Table 6, we present an extract of Vocabulary Scoring using the three
simulations, S1, S2 and S3, for 20 résumés of Relevance Feedback.23 It should be remembered, that for
obtaining the n-grams and the values presented in Table 6, we did not make use of the job offer at any
moment, they are result from simulation S1, S2 and S3 as explained in Section 4.2.1.

Figure 7: Summary of a Project Manager job offer. The job offer comes from one of the 60 job postings to which we found
their respective job offers. The original job offer was in French; we translated it to English and summarized it.

We look for a project manager for rail development. He/she must assure the product’s
quality, price and timing. The person should be an engineer or a Ph.D. with a
specialization on mechanics. He/she must have at least 5 year of experience in the
industry (e.g., automobile, rail, aeronautics or mechanical transmissions). Knowledge
of the rail sector will be appreciated.

We see from Table 6 that simulation S3 provides the best weights to the terms related to the job offer,
even when the last one was not included in the analysis process. Nevertheless, S1 and S2 have trouble
correctly weighting the terms of the job offer or at least placing them within the first five positions; the
reason is the lack of information.

Additionally, although impossible to show due to their length, it should be mentioned that for simulation
S3, the n-grams of both classes always had a squared probability, p2c(t), of 1. For simulations S1 and S2 the
squared probabilities were always 1 regarding the relevant class, while they varied from 1 to 0.444 for the
irrelevant class.

In general, thanks to outputs like those presented in Table 6, it is possible to better understand which
characteristics were the ones looked for or impacted the decision of HRM. With this kind of lists, psychologist
can do a posteriori studies regarding the selection of candidates. Or, other HRMs can use this kind of output
to explain to candidates why they were not selected for an interview.

One interesting thing to note, as seen in Figure 6, is that S2 is better than S1 despite the former did not
contain the terms that were boosted in the latter. The reason for this discrepancy is related to the quality
of the n-grams chosen for the simulations and how we determine the Term Scores. As seen in Table 6, the
terms used for simulations S1 and S2, especially those for the relevant résumés, are quite different from the
terms found in S3 and in the job offer. They can be considered as “bad” in terms of representativeness.
Thus, in S1 we gave these “bad” n-grams the power to reflect the classes, even though they do not truly
represent them; the consequences are bad rankings. In S2 we deleted these “bad” terms, while the rest of
terms represented the classes, although with poor Term Scores; the resulting rankings are affected negatively
but not as much as in S1.

In the previous results, we can see that the terms chosen by HRM may have a crucial role in the
performance of Vocabulary Scoring, and as a consequence on the performance of the Relevance Factor. In

23Simulations S1 and S2 sort in the same way the n-grams; their difference is that S2 gives a Term Score of 0 to the first
50 n-grams. Simulation S3 makes use of all the information available in the job to sort the terms presented in the 20 résumés
analyzed.
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Table 6: Squared probabilities, sum of weights, number of documents, factors and rank for a set of terms according to each
Vocabulary Scoring simulation. All the n-grams belong to the résumés linked to the job offer presented in Figure 7. The job
has in total 36 relevant résumés and 29 irrelevant ones.

Class Simulations S1 and S2

n-gram (t) pc(t)
∑

W (t) Dc(t) fc(t) Rank

Irrelevant

project engineer 1 0.024 3 0.072 1
micro-techniques 1 0.022 2 0.045 2

investment 1 0.013 3 0.040 3
SolidWorks Catia V5 1 0.019 2 0.039 4

supplier France 1 0.019 2 0.039 5

Relevant

business 1 0.040 7 0.285 1
rail 1 0.030 7 0.216 2

planning 1 0.024 8 0.196 3
range 1 0.023 8 0.189 4

respect 1 0.024 7 0.174 5
Simulation S3

Irrelevant

responsible supplier 1 0.038 4 0.154 1
unit 1 0.026 4 0.106 2

Renault project 1 0.032 3 0.098 3
to orient 1 0.024 4 0.096 4

validation piece 1 0.041 2 0.083 5

Relevant

rail 1 0.023 22 5.098 1
Alstom transport 1 0.074 8 0.598 2

train 1 0.076 7 0.532 3
TGV 1 0.062 6 0.372 4

CAD software 1 0.048 5 0.241 5

other words, to choose terms that do not correctly represent what an HRM wants and does not want can
negatively impact the ranking of résumés.

Related to this last point, we want to know how the Vocabulary Scoring is affected by the way the
terms are sorted because it may not be an obvious task for an HRM to perform. In fact, an HRM can ask
how to determine whether one term better represents the relevant or irrelevant résumés than another one.
Moreover, they can question whether to “incorrectly” sort one term would affect the resulting ranking at the
same level as choosing a bad term. To answer these questions, instead of computing the Term Score with
Equation 7, we decided to assign a Term Score of 1 to the 50 more representative n-grams of each class.
This is equivalent to saying that the order in which the n-grams are sorted has no importance.

The results of setting the Term Scores equal to 1 using simulation S3 showed that at 10 résumés, we
get a MAP of 0.913± 0.015; at 20 résumés, the MAP is 0.947± 0.012. The rANOVA between our method
using Term Scores set to 1 and those computed with the 5th root indicated there is no significant difference
at 10 and 20 résumés (p value = 1.7 × 10−3 and p value = 1.37 × 10−9 respectively). These outcomes do
not mean that both methods are equivalent and as a consequence interchangeable, but that they perform
very similarly.24 As well, the results obtained from using a Term Score of 1 may provide a hint that the
success of Vocabulary Scoring is related more to the quality of the chosen n-grams and the weight difference
we create with respect to the other terms, i.e., those to which we set a Term Score of 0.01. In other words,
to put the most representative n-gram at the 50th position of the Vocabulary Scoring does not affect the
results as much as leaving it aside.

One interesting thing we observed in five different jobs using S3 is that the top ranked n-grams from
the relevant résumés appear in more documents than the top ranked n-grams from the irrelevant résumés.
We see this behavior in column Dc(t) of Table 6. If this is true for all the jobs, we could confirm the ideas

24The lack of significant difference between two means does not express that they are equal. It indicates that we need more
data to determine a significant difference. However, the effect size of this difference may be very small and, in consequence,
they would behave very similar in real conditions.
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on which we based AIRP and MIRP: the résumés from relevant applicants have in common multiple terms
while the irrelevant résumés usually present a great variety of terms that are not frequently shared. However,
we must perform a deeper analysis to validate this hypothesis.

Despite the interest to determine what would be the results using human judgments instead of simula-
tions, it should be noted that this cannot be done without redoing the selection process. The main reason
is the relation between the selection of applicants and the person specification, a document that can evolve
over time. In other words, the HRM who would redo the selection process may not have access to the
previous person specification. This may result in a different evaluation of résumés, especially those from the
first candidates who applied. However, we can imagine that in reality, humans would do a good job, even
better than simulations, because they know a priori the person specification.

Although we did not test Vocabulary Scoring with a set of less than 50 n-grams, it may be possible to
reduce this figure. In first place, we should test whether a smaller Vocabulary Scoring with Term Scores
set to 1, or determined by Equation 7, have the same performance. If this is not the case, we may change
Equation 7. For example, a gradient closer to zero might help to give better results to the top 10 terms.
Another option would be to further reduce the Term Score for the n-grams that do not appear in the
Relevance Feedback. In previous experiments, not presented here, we observed that as we decreased the
Term Scores of the unseen n-grams the results were boosted even more.

Moreover, it could be of help to find the n-grams or terms, and even their synonyms, that appear in the
job offer and person specification in order to improve or automate the generation of Vocabulary Scorings. In
other words, these n-grams or terms could be those that should be positioned at the top of the Vocabulary
Scoring. To this end, we could make use of Human Resources lexica, ontologies and terminological extractors.
However, the use of these resources may introduce some difficulties as terms may not correspond exactly to
the n-grams used in the vector model.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The massive access of the Internet has changed multiple aspects of our lives, and the way we find and
apply for a job position is not an exception. Although the use of computers and the Internet has made easier
to find jobs and potential candidates to send their résumés or curricula vitae, it has negatively affected the
performance of human resource managers during the selection process. Human resource managers have
trouble to find rapidly the candidates, among all who applied, that meet the job requirements and should
be called for an interview.

We presented two innovative methods for ranking résumés by relevance, making it easier for human
resource managers to identify candidates with the desired characteristics. The methods here presented are
innovative because they make use only of the résumés sent in response to a job posting. These methods
contrast with state-of-the-art methods that usually compare résumés and job offers with proximity measures.
Our methods are language independent and do not need semantic resources to work. Moreover, the methods
presented here are statistically better than a random baseline or a baseline grounded on the similarity
between résumés and job postings.

Moreover, we presented two different ways to apply Relevance Feedback in a résumé ranker. One method
for applying Relevance Feedback works at a general level (Relevance Factor), while the other method works
at a finer lexical one (Vocabulary Scoring). Although the Relevance Factor helps to improve résumé rankings,
we find that it is its use along with Vocabulary Scoring that helps us to reach a Mean Average Precision of
0.937. Put differently, by using the Relevance Factor with Vocabulary Scoring we can correctly rank almost
every résumé. As a consequence, we can reduce the time needed by human resource managers to find the
résumés of relevant applicants. It is important to note that the very good results obtained with Vocabulary
Scoring reinforces the concept that relevant résumés share more characteristics with themselves than with
irrelevant ones, as seen in our previous works.

We believe that, within the résumés we can intrinsically find a “facial composite” of the ideal candidate,
and possibly the “facial composite” that represents the unqualified candidates. It may be these “facial
composites” that enable us to rank résumés without the use of a job offer or semantic resources.
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We consider that methodologies based only on résumés and their vocabularies are the future of résumé
rankers. The main reason to think this is that they are capable of offering excellent performance without
being limited to one domain or language. Despite these methods were created to be used in a particular
database, where it was impossible to have access to every job offer, we believe that it can be used in any
database of résumés, only if these are separated by job postings. Furthermore, the methods here presented do
not make use of any kind of semantic resources, which can make them easier to implement in under-resources
languages.

There are still things that must be studied with this kind of methods. In the first place are the temporal
aspects. We assumed in this article that all the résumés were present at the same time, but in real life this
may not be true. On occasions, the process of recruitment and selection are done in parallel, i.e., once a
résumé arrives to a human resource manager, it is analyzed. We have to consider as well the evolution of
the person specification over time. In some cases, human resource managers are obliged to become more or
less strict in order to filter the applicants. These changes, in consequence, will affect the human resource
managers’ perception regarding the relevance of applicants. Due to this effect, the way to apply our methods
may need to change, and we should evaluate until which extent they remain valid. However, despite all, the
proposed methods could be used to evaluate a posteriori the reasons why a group of candidates was chosen
to do an interview. Moreover, other human resource managers or psychologists may find useful the tool to
determine whether human resource managers were affected by personality inferences, misspellings or any
kind of discrimination.

Another aspect to take into account is the way to match terms or concepts and n-grams. These repre-
sentations are not the same, and this can infuse difficulty to some degree in the application of our methods.
Put differently, a concept may be difficult to represent with an n-gram. Finally, it should be analyzed the
economics and whether human resource managers will adopt these methods to make their tasks easier.

Regarding the scalability of the methods here presented, we do not observe any particular problem. As
we indicated in Section 5, the methods were called using the program GNU Parallel, meaning that each
job posting was analyzed using different CPU threads. This indicate that multiple job postings can be
processed at the same time without any collision. Furthermore, it is possible to parallelize the similarity
between résumés, i.e., to use several threads to calculate multiple Dice’s Coefficient scores at the same time.
The only aspect to take into consideration is that the vectors that represent the résumés should be accessible
to every thread. At the end, all the methods described in this work can be easily scaled and distributed in
a cluster.

In the future, we would like to use Word Embedding in order to calculate the proximity between résumés
differently. It could also be useful for Vocabulary Scorings. In addition, we will work on the improvements
described in the discussion. Since the methods developed here are language independent, it will be easy to
test them on other languages than French. Although this last task can be difficult to achieve due to the lack
of a corpus of real selection processes. During the experimentation, we observed that our methods can keep
a good performance when they are tested on an encrypted version of the data set here used25. Therefore,
we can rely on this clue that for other languages, the methods should work as well.

In conclusion, we hope that our methods and results will attract new and deeper research in this domain.
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